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1. Executive Summary 

1.1 What is the 2010 SPP Transmission Expansion Plan? 
 

The 2010 Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP) Transmission Expansion Plan (STEP) summarizes 
2010 activities that impact future development of the SPP transmission grid. Seven distinct areas of 
transmission planning are discussed in this paper each of which are critical to meeting mandates of 
either the SPP strategic plan or the nine planning principles in FERC Order 890. As a Regional 
Transmission Organization (RTO) of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), SPP 
must meet requirements of FERC and the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT or Tariff). 

 
1. Integrated Transmission Planning& Priority Projects:  SPP was directed by the SPP Board 

of Directors to follow through on the Synergistic Planning Project Team recommendations. 
The first recommendation of the Synergistic Planning Project Team was to identify a set of 
Priority Projects that will improve the SPP transmission system to the benefit of the region, 
specifically projects that will reduce grid congestion, improve the Generation Interconnection and 
Aggregate Study process, and better integrate SPP’s west and east regions. During 2010 the 
BOD approved six Priority Projects. Notifications To Construct (NTC) for these projects where 
sent out summer 2010. 
 
The second recommendation of the Synergistic Planning Project Team was to develop an 
Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) process that will maintain reliability and provide 
economic benefits to the SPP region in both the near and long-term enabling SPP and its 
stakeholders to better facilitate the development of a robust transmission grid that will give 
regional customers improved access to the SPP region’s diverse resources. The first phase of 
this new process called the ITP-20 Year study was conducted in 2010. The focus of this study is 
to develop a recommended EHV backbone transmission plan for a 20 year horizon. The 
assessment identifies a versatile system capable of providing a cost effective deliverability to 
market solution for a broad range of possible resource future. 

 
2. Regional reliability assessment (2011-2021): This assessment, which was developed with 

extensive stakeholder review and input, identifies foundational 10 year reliability needs for the 
SPP region identifying upgrades to address possible problems in both normal and contingency 
conditions. The assessment identified approximately $2.0 billion in reliability projects and $5.0 
billion for all upgrades in the 10 year window including projects for local reliability, economic and 
sponsored projects. Three major issues impacted the results of the reliability assessment: 1) the 
down turn in the economy resulted in a significant reduction in the load forecast; 2) two new 
generating units were included in southwest Texas Jones (190 MW) and Antelope (170 MW); 3) 
Associated Electric Cooperative participated in the 2010 reliability assessment as if they were a 
member of SPP which resulted in considerably more reliability-non OATT upgrades.   
 
This is the last year this assessment will be conducted under the pre-ITP Attachment O 
framework.  Going forward, the reliability assessments will be conducted under the ITP Near 
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Term process.   
 

3. Tariff studies: In 2010 transmission expansion projects identified as needed to meet 
Transmission Service Requests totaled $546 million, and projects needed to meet Generation 
Interconnection requests totaled $104 million. During 2010, a Wind Integration Study was issued 
on January 6 to assess the operational and reliability impacts of integrating large amounts of 
wind into the SPP system. 
 

4. Sub-regional and local area planning: Each year SPP holds a series of local planning 
meetings to discuss local transmission user needs. Through this process SPP facilitated a high 
priority study to analyze the impacts of additional load from ExxonMobil and the planned 
TransCanada oil pipelines across the footprint; 10 new reliability projects were identified and 
taken into account in the STEP. 
 

5. 2010 Transmission Congestion and Top Flowgates: SPP monitors congestion on the 
transmission grid and identifies the regional top 10 congested flowgates. When the projects from 
various SPP study processes are built, the new facilities often lower production costs and 
reduce congestion. Therefore, SPP provides a list of projects that are expected to provide some 
positive mitigation for the annual top 10 congested flowgates. 

 
6. Interregional coordination: In addition to regional planning, SPP conducts interregional 

planning with neighboring systems. In 2010 different coordination activities related to seams and 
flowgate congestion were performed with MISO and WAPA. SPP contacted the neighboring 
parties to coordinate inputs and outputs for the 2010 ITP 20-Year assessment. Through the 
Entergy/SPP Regional Planning Process (ESRPP) five regional economic studies were selected 
to be performed either in detail or at a high level evaluation. SPP is also actively involved in the 
Eastern Interconnection Planning Collaborative (EIPC) model building process. 

 
7. Project tracking: After the BOD approves transmission expansion projects or once appropriate 

agreements are filed with FERC, SPP issues an NTC letter to appropriate Transmission Owners. 
In 2010, 43 NTCs letters were issued with estimated construction costs of $2.35 billion. SPP 
actively monitors the progress of approved projects by soliciting feedback from project owners. 
By the end of 2010, 94 projects were scheduled to be completed. 

 
The SPP RTO acts independent of any single member, customer, market participant, or class of 
participants. It has sufficient scope and configuration to maintain electric reliability and effectively 
perform its functions.  This includes Tariff administration, transmission planning as well as support 
for efficient and non-discriminatory power markets.  
 
SPP’s transmission planning process incorporates all of the SPP organizational Value Propositions: 
 

• Relationship-based 
• Member-driven 
• Independence through diversity 
• Evolutionary vs. revolutionary 
• Reliability and economics are inseparable 
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While SPP also serves as a Regional Entity (RE) under the North American Electric Reliability 
Corporation, the STEP tariff planning functions are independent of the SPP RE.  
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1.2 Summary of 2011-2021 Network Upgrades 
 
The 2010 STEP identifies approximately $5.0 billion in transmission Network Upgrades. This 
summary includes Network Upgrades to maintain reliability considering NERC Reliability Standards 
or SPP criteria; Zonal Reliability Upgrades (compliance to Transmission Owner company-specific 
planning criteria); requests for Transmission Service under the Tariff with a FERC-filed Service 
Agreements; Generation Interconnections with FERC-filed interconnection agreements; Balanced 
Portfolio upgrades; and high priority upgrades. 
 

Cost (Bilions) by Facility Type
Total $5 Billion

$0B $1B $2B $3B $4B

New  Lines

Transformers

Line Rebuilds

Voltage Conversions

Substation Upgrades

Cap / Reactive Devices
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Project Cost by Type
Total $5 Billion
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Cost by Project Type
Total $5 Billion
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The following table of categorized projects for the 2010 STEP provides a cost summary and 
comparison with the 2008 and 2009 STEP: 
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2010 
STEP 

(Nearest 
 10 

 Million) 

2009 
STEP 

(Nearest
 10 

 Million) 

2008  
STEP 

(Nearest 10 
Million) 

Upgrade Type 

$650 $540 $320  
Transmission Service Request and Generation 
Interconnection Service Agreements 

$1,200 $1,690 $880  Reliability - Base Plan
$830 $1,070 $800  Reliability - Other

 $320 $620  Sponsored Upgrades
$830 $770  Balanced Portfolio 

$1,420                    High Priority Projects                                                         
$110 $60 $60  Interregional Coordinated Upgrades 

$5.0B $4.45B $2.7B Appendix A - TOTAL 
    

                                 Has filed Service Agreement or is BOD-approved
                                   (APPENDIX A includes a breakdown of projects in the 10-year horizon) 

 
Major 345 kV projects in various stages of approval or sponsorship that were studied during the 
2010 STEP process are listed below. These projects are also shown in the map following. 

 
• American Electric Power to construct 33 miles of 345 kV transmission line from Turk in 

southwest Arkansas to northwest Texarkana in northeast Texas 
 

• American Electric Power to construct 76 miles of 345 kV transmission line from Northwest 
Texarkana to Valliant in southwest Oklahoma and southwest Arkansas 
 

• American Electric Power to construct 18 miles of 345 kV transmission line from Flint Creek to 
Shipe Road in northwest Arkansas 
 

• American Electric Power to construct 55 miles of 345 kV transmission line from Shipe Road 
to Osage Creek (passing near East Rogers) in northwest Arkansas 
 

• Associated Electric Cooperative to construct 113 miles of 345 kV transmission line from 
Blackberry in southwest Missouri to Sportsman to GRDA 1 in northeast Oklahoma 
 

• KCP&L Greater Missouri Operation Company and Omaha Public Power District to construct 
181 miles of 345 kV transmission line from Sibley to Maryville to Nebraska City in northwest 
Missouri and southeast Nebraska 
 

• ITC Great Plains to construct 19 miles of 345 kV transmission line from Hugo Power Station 
to Valliant in southeast Oklahoma  
 

• ITC Great Plains to construct 90 miles of 345 kV transmission line from Spearville to Post 
Rock (Knoll) in west Kansas  
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• ITC Great Plains and Nebraska Public Power District to Construct 125 miles of 345 kV 

transmission line from Post Rock Knoll in west Kansas to Axtell in southern Nebraska 
 

• Kansas City Power and Light to construct 30 miles of 345 kV transmission line from Iatan to 
Nashua in northwest Missouri 
 

• Mid-Kansas Electric and Sunflower Electric Power Corporation to construct 55 miles  double 
circuit transmission line from Spearville to Comanche Co in southwest Kansas 
 

• Mid-Kansas Electric to construct 55 miles of double circuit 345 kV transmission line from 
Comanche Co  to Medicine Lodge in southwest Kansas 
 

• Mid-Kansas Electric and Westar Energy to construct 75 miles double circuit 345 kV 
transmission line from Medicine Lodge to Wichita in south Kansas  
 

• Mid-Kansas  Electric and Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company to construct 108 miles of 
double circuit 345 kV transmission line from  Medicine Lodge to Woodward EHV in northwest 
Oklahoma and southwest Kansas 
 

• Oklahoma Gas and Electric and Westar Energy to construct 106 miles of 345 kV 
transmission line from Rose Hill in central Kansas to Sooner in central Oklahoma  
 

• Oklahoma Gas and Electric to construct 36 miles of 345 kV transmission line from Sooner to 
Cleveland in central Oklahoma 
 

• Oklahoma Gas and Electric to construct 120 miles of 345 kV transmission line from Hugo to 
Sunnyside in southern Oklahoma 
 

• Oklahoma Gas and Electric to construct 100 miles of 345 kV transmission line from 
Seminole to Muskogee in central Oklahoma 
 

• Oklahoma Gas and Electric and Southwestern Public Service Company to construct 250 
miles of 345 kV transmission line from Woodward District EHV in west Oklahoma to 
Oklahoma/Texas Stateline to Tuco in west Texas  
 

• Oklahoma Gas and Electric and Southwestern Public Service Company to construct 122 
miles of double circuit 345 kV transmission line from Hitchland to Woodward EHV in 
northwest Oklahoma 
 

• Oklahoma Gas and Electric to construct 5 miles of 345 kV transmission line from Arcadia to 
Redbud in central Oklahoma  
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1.2.1 Appendices A and B 
Appendix A includes a comprehensive listing of transmission projects identified by the SPP RTO. 
Not all projects in Appendix A have been approved by the SPP Board of Directors (BOD), but all 
BOD-approved projects are included in the list. Appendix A also includes Tariff study projects, 
economic projects, zonal projects and associated interregional projects.  
 
Appendix B lists proposed transmission projects for which sponsors or RTO staff requested 1st 
quarter 2011 action by the BOD and were approved for construction. The Appendix B list includes 
projects specifically needed for regional reliability that have a financial commitment lead-time inside 
the 2011-2014 four-year commitment window. Appendix B also includes projects for which 
withdrawals are being sought. 
 
Projects in appendices A and B are categorized in the column labeled “Project Type Exp” by the 
following designations: 
 
Balanced Portfolio – Projects identified through the Balanced Portfolio process 
 
Generation Interconnect – Projects associated with a FERC-filed Generation Interconnection 
Agreement 
 
Interregional – Projects developed with neighboring Transmission Providers (Appendix A only) 
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High priority – Projects identified in the high priority process 
 
Regional reliability – Projects needed to meet the reliability of the region 
 
Regional reliability – non-OATT – Projects to maintain reliability for SPP members not participating 
under the SPP OATT (Appendix A only) 
 
Transmission service – Projects associated with a FERC-filed Service Agreement 
 
Zonal Reliability – Projects identified to meet more stringent local Transmission Owner criteria 
 
Zonal – sponsored – Projects sponsored by facility owner with no Project Sponsor Agreement 
 
 
As transmission usage changes, proposed and approved projects are subject to evaluation. 
Appendix A projects can be re-evaluated by the SPP RTO for “best” regional and/or local area 
solutions. Even though many are approved, Network Upgrades listed in Appendix A are not 
considered beyond the scope of reevaluation. Transmission Network Upgrades approved for 
construction have the opportunity for additional review on a case-by-case basis. The goal of 
reevaluation is to investigate viable alternatives considering new information and then determine if a 
more regionally-beneficial solution exists. This also takes into account long-term strategy and 
regional reliability needs.   
 
Appendix B includes only new proposed transmission projects that have SPP RTO support and for 
which sponsors or RTO staff are requesting action by the BOD. This appendix does not include 
Network Upgrades identified by the SPP OATT Attachment Z Transmission Service Procedure or 
Attachment V Generation Interconnections. If approved, these Network Upgrades will be included in 
the SPP OATT Transmission Service study models. Transmission Network Upgrades authorized for 
construction have the opportunity for additional review on a case-by-case basis. The goal of such 
re-evaluation is to evaluate and compare viable alternatives and then determine a cost-effective 
transmission solution while taking into consideration long-term strategy and regional reliability 
needs. 
 
SPP is committed to performing the necessary analysis to determine needs, costs, and benefits, 
while supporting its members’ state regulatory requirements necessary to substantiate funding of 
identified Network Upgrade costs. 
 
Included in Appendix B are withdrawal requests for projects that have an approved NTC. These 
projects are identified in the “BOD Action” column as “NTC – withdraw”. The reasons listed below 
explain why these projects are no longer required: 

 
• Network Upgrade no longer required due alternate solution  
• Network Upgrade no longer required due to new load forecast 
• Network Upgrade no longer required due to model correction 
• Network Upgrade no longer required due to new generation 
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2. Priority Projects & Integrated Transmission Planning   

2.1 Priority Projects 
 

In April 2009, SPP was directed by the SPP Board of Directors to implement the Synergistic 
Planning Project Team’s (SPPT) recommendations for creating a robust, flexible, and cost-effective 
transmission system for the region, large enough in both scale and geography to meet SPP’s future 
needs. Development of Priority Projects was one major recommendation; the others were to 
develop an Integrated Transmission Planning process that improves and integrates SPP’s existing 
planning processes, and to implement a new cost allocation methodology.  
 
SPP was charged with identifying, evaluating, and recommending Priority Projects that will improve 
the SPP transmission system and benefit the region, specifically projects that will reduce grid 
congestion, improve the Generation Interconnection and Aggregate Study processes, and better 
integrate SPP’s east and west regions. 
 
There were two phases of this study conducted.  In Phase 1(conducted in 2009), SPP staff and 
outside consultants performed engineering and economic analyses to assess a number of metrics, 
including adjusted production costs (APC), system losses, impacts to reliability projects, local and 
environmental impacts, and deliverability of capacity and energy to load. The Phase I Report 
included two future scenarios in which either 10% (7 GW) or 20% (14 GW) of the SPP region’s 
energy needs would be served by wind. 
 
In Phase 2 (conducted in late 2009 and early 2010) the analysis included two Priority Project groups 
with future wind levels of 7 GW and 11 GW. The same projects were studied in both groups; 
however, in Group 1, Spearville-Comanche-Medicine Lodge-Wichita and Comanche-Woodward 
District EHV are constructed at 765 kV, while in Group 2 these two lines are constructed at double-
circuit 345 kV. 
 
Group 1, which has an estimated engineering and construction cost of $1.26 billion,1 includes the 
following projects: 

• Spearville – Comanche – Medicine Lodge – Wichita (765 kV construction and 345 kV 
operation) 

• Comanche – Woodward District EHV (765 kV construction and 345 kV operation) 
• Hitchland – Woodward District EHV (345 kV double-circuit construction) 
• Valiant – NW Texarkana (345 kV) 
• Nebraska City – Maryville – Sibley (345 kV) 
• Riverside – Tulsa Reactor (138 kV) 

 
Group 2, which has an estimated engineering and construction cost of $1.11 billion1  includes the 
following projects: 

• Spearville – Comanche – Medicine Lodge – Wichita (345 kV double-circuit)2 
                                                 
1 These cost estimates are taken from the Priority Projects report.  
2 Originally planned for Comanche County – Woodward District, the SPP Board of Directors approved an alternate 

route—Medicine Lodge- Woodward District— in October. 
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• Comanche – Woodward District EHV (345 kV double-circuit) 
• Hitchland – Woodward District EHV (345 kV double-circuit) 
• Valiant – NW Texarkana (345 kV) 
• Nebraska City – Maryville – Sibley (345 kV) 
• Riverside – Tulsa Reactor (138 kV) 

 
The analysis demonstrated that Group 2 has a greater Benefit to Cost (B/C) ratio: a combined 1.783 
quantitative and qualitative B/C for the SPP region. Group 2 has a quantitative B/C ratio of 1.12 and 
a qualitative B/C of 0.66. Quantitative benefits were determined based on analysis of APC; APC 
adjustment due to wind revenue; transmission system losses; reduction in gas prices; and impact on 
reliability project advancement, deferrals, and additions. Qualitative benefits were based on the 
economic output (jobs, goods/services, taxes, etc.) from the construction and operation of the 
projects and the operation of an additional 3.2 GW of wind. 
 
These Priority Projects achieved the strategic goals identified in the April 2009 SPPT report. They 
will reduce congestion, as demonstrated in the APC analysis and by the levelization of Locational 
Marginal Prices (LMPs) across the SPP footprint. The average LMP price differential reduced from 
+/- 35% for the base case to +/- 28% for Group 2. Priority Projects will improve the Aggregate Study 
process by creating additional transfer capability and allowing additional transmission service 
requests to be enabled. The addition of 3,000-5,000 MW of wind energy as well as new non-
renewable generation will result from these projects. First Contingency Incremental Transfer 
Capability calculations determined that Priority Projects would increase the ability to transfer power 
in an eastward direction for two-thirds of the eastward paths by connecting SPP’s western and 
eastern areas. 
 
The SPP Board of Directors approved the Priority Project Phase II Report, revision 1 in April 2010. 
Notifications to Construct were issued for Group 2 Priority Projects in summer 2010.  

2.2 Integrated Transmission Plan 
 

The Integrated Transmission Plan (ITP) is a three year study process which assesses the SPP 
region's transmission needs in the long- and near-term with the intention of creating a cost-
effective, flexible, and robust transmission network that will improve access to the region’s diverse 
generating resources. Along with the recently approved Highway/Byway cost allocation 
methodology, the ITP process as embodied in the new SPP Attachment O, approved by the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Committee (FERC) in July of this year, promotes transmission investment that 
will meet reliability, economic, and public policy needs[1]. This report documents analysis of the ITP 
process which focused on the 20-year horizon with the objective of planning the network needs for 
SPP long term regional flexibility.  

ITP development was driven by the Synergistic Planning Project Team (SPPT), which was created 
by the SPP Board of Directors to address gaps and conflicts in all of SPP’s transmission planning 
processes including Generation Interconnection and Transmission Service; to develop a holistic, 

                                                 
3 The SPP Board of Directors reviewed and approved updated cost estimates in October.  These cost increases 

impacted the B/C ratio. The new overall B/C ratio is 1.58. 
[1] The Highway/Byway cost allocation approving order is Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 131 FERC ¶ 61,252  (2010).  The 

approving order for ITP is Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 132 FERC ¶ 61,042 (2010). 
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proactive approach to planning that optimizes individual processes; and to position SPP to respond 
to national energy priorities. The ITP is based on the SPPT’s planning principles, which emphasized 
the need to develop a transmission backbone large enough in both scale and geography to provide 
flexibility to meet SPP’s future needs. 

The first phase of the ITP’s iterative three year process is the 20-Year Assessment (ITP20); other 
phases are 10-Year and Near-Term Assessments. The ITP20 planning process is intended to 
develop an Extra-High Voltage (EHV[2]) network for the SPP region. The process utilizes a diverse 
array of power system and economic analysis tools to identify cost-effective, backbone projects 
which will provide the transmission system flexibility to reasonably accommodate possible changes 
characterized by the various futures (scenarios) depicted in the assessment. Projects identified in 
the ITP20 provide benefits to the region across multiple futures keeping this flexibility in mind. 

Several distinct generation expansion futures were considered to account for possible variations in 
system conditions over the assessment’s 20-year horizon. The futures were determined by the 
Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) and further refined by the Economic Studies Working Group 
(ESWG), using data from a Cost Allocation Working Group (CAWG) renewables survey. The four 
futures are presented briefly below and further discussed in Section 7: Resource Futures and Plan. 

1. Business-As-Usual: This future assumed no major changes in policy from the present, and 
included renewable generation necessary to meet existing state renewable targets 
(approximately 10.6 GW of nameplate wind). 

 
2. Renewable Electricity Standard: This future assumed a 20% federal Renewable Electricity 

Standard (RES). It included renewable resources necessary to meet that standard 
(approximately 16.5 GW of nameplate wind). 

 
3. Carbon Mandate: This future assumed a carbon tax of $73/ton on CO2 emissions, and 

included renewable generation necessary to meet existing state renewable targets 
(approximately 10.6 GW of nameplate wind). 

 
4. Renewable Electricity Standard + Carbon Mandate: This future combined the assumptions of 

Future 2 and Future 3 for a RES of 20% and a carbon tax of $73/ton. It included renewable 
resources necessary to meet the RES (approximately 16.5 GW of nameplate wind). 

Several portfolios of projects were developed over the course of the analysis. The initial designs 
were a set of four least-cost[3] portfolios (Transmission Least Cost Solutions); one per future. From 
the four least-cost portfolios, a portfolio was developed that incorporated elements from all four 
plans and would be adaptable to all futures. The portfolio was called the Cost-Effective Plan and 
formed the basis for additional analysis. The Cost-Effective plan meets the following goals: 

• Integrates West to East Transfers 

• Supporting Aggregate Transmission Service Studies 

                                                 
[2] For the purposes of this study, EHV will be considered 345 kilovolts (kV) and higher. 
[3] For the purpose of this analysis, only upgrades at 345 kV and above were considered. 
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• Supporting Generation Interconnection Queue   

• Relieving Known Congestion 

The Cost-Effective Plan as described below and shown in Figure 1.1 has an estimated cost of $1.7 
billion  Assuming an annual 17% carrying charge rate, the annualized carrying charge is $289 
million. This plan effectively allows SPP to develop a transmission grid which will best accommodate 
impacts of the four future scenarios.  

• Iatan - Jeffrey Energy Center 345 kV 

• Wichita - Viola - Rose Hill 345 kV 

• Spearville - Mullergren - Circle - Reno 345 kV 

• Cass Co. – S.W. Omaha (aka S3454) 345 kV 

• Gentleman - Hooker Co. - Wheeler Co. 345 kV 

• Tolk - Potter 345 kV 

• Grand Island - Wheeler Co. (Rebuild from 720 MVA to 1195 MVA) 345 kV 

• Hitchland - Potter 345 kV 

• Woodward - Woodring 345 kV 

• Mingo - Post Rock 345 kV 

• Holt - Hoskins - Ft. Calhoun 345 kV 

• Ft Calhoun - S3454 345 kV 

• Tuco - Amoco - Lea County - Hobbs 345 kV 

• Keystone - Ogallala 345 kV 

• Wheeler - Shell Creek 345 kV 



 

 

Figure 1.1: Cost-Effective Plan 

After developing the Cost-Effective Plan, a robustness analysis was performed to determine how the 
transmission plan and various alternatives performed against a variety of metrics. Out of the 
robustness analysis, several portfolios of projects were developed. Several metrics were calculated 
for each portfolio, and the results were compared. Out of that comparison, Robust Plan 1 (Figure 
1.2) was selected. The components of Robust Plan 1 are listed below:   

• Iatan - Jeffrey Energy Center 345 kV 

• Wichita - Viola - Rose Hill 345 kV 

• Spearville - Mullergren - Circle - Reno 345 kV 

• Cass Co. – S.W. Omaha (aka S3454) 345 kV 

• Gentleman - Hooker Co. - Wheeler Co. 345 kV 

• Tolk - Potter 345 kV 

• Grand Island - Wheeler Co. (Rebuild from 720 MVA to 1195 MVA) 345 kV 

• Hitchland - Potter 345 kV 

• Woodward - Woodring 345 kV 

• Mingo - Post Rock 345 kV 
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• Holt - Hoskins - Ft. Calhoun 345 kV 

• Ft Calhoun - S3454 345 kV 

• Tuco - Amoco - Lea County - Hobbs 345 kV 

• Keystone - Ogallala 345 kV 

• Wheeler - Shell Creek 345 kV 

• Post Rock - Elm Creek - Jeffrey Energy Center 345 kV 

• Dolet Hills - Messick 345 kV 

• Turk - McNeil 345 kV 

• N.W. Texarkana - Ft Smith - Chamber Springs 345 kV 

Four circuits were added to provide robustness at an additional cost of $681 million increasing the 
E&C cost by 41%. The plan is a high performer on most of the metrics while also yielding a high 
APC based Benefit to Cost Ratio (B/C). The estimated annual transmission construction cost of 
Robust Plan 1, which includes all of the projects in the Cost-Effective Plan, is $2.38 billion E&C. The 
annualized carrying charge is $405 million[4] with annual quantifiable benefits of $643 million which 
is an APC derived B/C of 1.59.[5]   

In addition to the APC derived benefit, Robust Plan 1 provides substantial qualitative improvement 
in the following areas: 

• Levelization of LMP's 

• Improved Competition in SPP Markets 

• Improved Reliability 

• Ability to Serve New Load 

• Limited Export/Import Improvements 

• Enable Efficient Location of Gen Capacity 

• Reduction of Emissions Rates and Values 

• Transmission Corridor Utilization (ROW) 

• Losses Capacity 

• Transmission Corridor Utilization (Environmentally Sensitive Areas) 

                                                 
[4] For this calculation an annual carrying charge rate of 17%. 
[5] All dollars are in 2010 values. 
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This plan enables SPP to respond to potential state and federal policy initiatives such as an RES or 
carbon mandate. Robust Plan 1 provides transmission upgrades in all 8 states in the SPP footprint. 
In addition to the previously described quantitative and qualitative value, the plan also addresses all 
of the SPPT’s goals for transmission development for the ITP20:   

• Focus on regional needs, while considering local needs 

• Better position SPP to proactively prepare for and respond to national priorities while 
providing flexibility to adjust expansion plans 

• Incorporate a 20-year physical modeling and 40-year financial analysis timeframe 

• Design a backbone transmission system to serve known load with known resources in a 
cost-effective manner 

SPP staff recommends Robust Plan 1 as shown in Figure 1.2 below. 

   

 
Figure 1.2: Robust Plan 1 

 
 
ITP-20 Report is available at electronic link given below 
(Link to be added when final report is ready by the end of December) 
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3. RTO Regional Reliability Assessment 2011 – 2021 
The following table summarizes cost estimates for all reliability projects documented in the 
2009 STEP: 

 

Upgrade Type 2010 STEP 

 
 

2009 STEP 2008 STEP 
Zonal Reliability – 
with NTC $3,010,000 $18,627,630 $25,059,256 
Base Plan reliability 
– with NTC $1,200,551,510 $1,687,658,627 $880,787,713 
Reliability – beyond 
financial approval 
window $216,928,262 $727,365,904 $285,019,480 
Zonal Reliability – 
with no NTC $205,153,552 
Zonal – sponsored* $297,110,567 $282,052,658
Reliability - non 
OATT $315,805,400** $43,201,650 $285,456,455** 
Reliability Sub 
Total $2,033,405,739 $2,758,906,469 $1,681,476,456 

 
*In 2008 STEP, the sponsored (planned) project values were included in the Zonal Reliability total. The projects 
sponsored by facility owner may be needed for local reliability but are not verified by SPP. 
**In the 2008 STEP, this total included Nebraska entities’ projects. In 2009 the Nebraska entities became SPP 
members and transferred their facilities under the SPP OATT; many of the Nebraska projects are included in the 
other appropriate Reliability totals. In 2010, SPP conducted the study with AECI participation, identifying many 
AECI projects and causing the large increase. 

 
Regional transmission planning is one of SPP’s integral functions. SPP has always taken a 
proactive stance on transmission planning, not waiting for designation as an RTO to 
formalize a comprehensive, open, and transparent planning process. The SPP Open 
Access Transmission Tariff (OATT) contains procedures in Attachment O that describe the 
coordinated planning process. Support and oversight of the regional planning process is a 
key responsibility of the Transmission Working Group (TWG), which incorporates vital input 
from stakeholders throughout the planning process. The TWG consists of stakeholders from 
both Transmission Owning and Transmission Using members. Meetings are open, and 
agendas are posted on SPP.org. SPP stakeholders are encouraged to actively participate in 
the regional planning process to ensure that the recommended transmission projects are the 
best solutions for the footprint.   
 
The 2011-2021 regional reliability assessment followed the same 12-month cycle as the 
2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009 studies. SPP also worked with stakeholders on expedited 
reliability needs that were reviewed during quarterly meetings of the Markets and Operations 
Policy Committee and Board of Directors (BOD). Using an annual planning cycle 
synchronizes the SPP Aggregate Transmission Service Study process with the Attachment 
O regional reliability review process. The 2006 STEP used a two-year financial window to 
issue Notifications to Construct. The 2007 and 2008 STEP used a four-year financial 
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window to issue Notifications to Construct.  The 2009 STEP was changed to a two year 
financial window by the SPP BOD. The 2010 STEP used a four-year financial window to 
issue Notification to Construct (NTC) letters. 
 
Three major issues impacted the results of the reliability assessment: 1) the downturn in the 
economy resulted in a significant reduction in the load forecast; 2) two new generating units 
were included in southwest Texas – Jones (190 MW) and Antelope (170 MW); 3) Associated 
Electric Cooperative participated in the 2010 reliability assessment as if they were a member 
of SPP which resulted in considerably more reliability-non OATT upgrades this year. 
 
The transmission grid’s dynamic usage and constantly changing needs require the need for 
quarterly transmission project review. At these quarterly reviews, local area issues may 
identify new transmission projects or require adjustments to the existing list of approved 
projects. If action by the BOD is requested, these adjustments are reviewed on a quarterly 
basis with approvals or cancellations summarized in a newly-submitted Appendix B. Once 
BOD approval has been acquired for Appendix B, the transmission projects will be moved 
out of Appendix B and into Appendix A with the approved Tariff designation (i.e., Base Plan, 
Sponsored, Balanced Portfolio, etc.). 
 
As load on the transmission system grows and new transmission service is sold, it is critical 
that approved transmission projects are tracked to ensure timely completion of upgrades 
needed for the security of the transmission system.
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3.1 RTO Regional Reliability Assessment 2011 – 2021 Scope 
 

The main objective of the eleven-year regional reliability assessment is to create a reliable 
long-range transmission expansion plan for the SPP footprint. The assessment identifies 
problems for normal conditions (no contingency) and single contingency outage conditions 
(N-1) scenarios using NERC Reliability Standards, SPP criteria, and local planning criteria. It 
also coordinates appropriate mitigation plans to meet the SPP region’s reliability needs.   
 
SPP’s compliance with NERC Reliability Standards is facilitated through the applicable 
Regional Entities, which are separate from the SPP RTO. The goal of this assessment is to 
meet the SPP RTO’s requirements in the OATT for planning a reliable transmission system 
that meets long-term transmission service needs. This process consists of the following 
steps: 

 
• Identify reliability-based problems (NERC Reliability,  SPP and local criteria) 
 
• Comprehensively assessment  of known mitigation plans 
 
• Develop additional mitigation plans to meet the region’s needs and maintain SPP 

and local reliability/planning standards 
 

The process is open and transparent, allowing for stakeholder input. Study results are 
coordinated with other entities and regions responsible for transmission assessment and 
planning. 
 

3.1.1 Reliability Planning Goals 
 

• Meet NERC Reliability Standards 
 

• Meet SPP criteria 
 

• Meet SPP RTO-recognized local planning criteria, as requested by Transmission 
Owners 
 

• Address additional regional needs  
 

• Assess mitigation plans proposed by Transmission Owners (operating guides 
and/or new facilities) 
 

• Track approved and planned system upgrades to ensure reliability projects are 
built in time to meet system needs. This is accomplished with SPP’s project 
tracking and quarterly reporting processes.  
 

• Coordinate regional transmission plans with neighboring entities, regions, and 
ISOs/RTOs. 
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3.1.2 Load Flow Models 
SPP used the SPP Model Development Working Group’s (MDWG) 2010 series process to 
build the load flow cases. The reliability study cases in this analysis were: 2011 Summer 
Peak, 2011/12 Winter Peak for timing upgrades, 2012 Summer Peak, 2012/13 Winter Peak, 
2016 Summer Peak, 2016/17 Winter Peak, and 2021 Summer Peak cases. Updates from 
nearby regions and entities were used for the contingency analysis. The cases are modified 
as follows to develop the appropriate study models for the reliability assessment.  The load 
and capacity forecast for the flow cases have included the impact on load of the existing and 
planned demand response resource.  
 
Treatment of Transmission Owner Zonal Reliability Upgrades 
SPP included Transmission Owner-initiated projects as determined by the Transmission 
Owner.  Model on Demand (MOD) Type - Reliability 
MOD Status - STEP (w/ NTC) or Planned 
 
Treatment of previous STEP projects 
SPP included upgrades that have either a Letter of Authorization (LOA) or Notification to 
Construct (NTC), except for those that have been requested to be removed and have been 
through stakeholder review. 
MOD Type - Reliability 
MOD Status - STEP (w/ NTC) or Transmission Owner Planned 
 
Treatment of Balanced Portfolio projects 
SPP included Balanced Portfolio projects with NTCs.  
 
Treatment of Priority Projects 
SPP included the Priority Projects in the late June model. 
 
Treatment of SPP Aggregate Transmission Service Study (Attachment Z) Projects 
SPP included upgrades that have either an LOA/NTC, except for those that have been 
requested to be removed and have been through stakeholder review. 
MOD Type - Transmission Service Request (TSR) 
MOD Status - w/ NTC (Approved) 
 
Treatment of interconnection facilities of new generation 
SPP included upgrades of interconnection facilities with executed agreements not on 
suspension.   
MOD Type - Large Generation Interconnection Procedures (LGIP) 
MOD Status - With executed Large Generator Interconnection Agreement not on 
suspension (w/GIP) 
 
Scenario cases 
SPP developed two scenario cases for each season for the steady state analysis: 
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1. The “Zero Case” has the same dispatch as the MDWG cases, except for 
generation without a FERC-filed Interconnection Agreement and generation 
without Transmission Service. An exception is in later years when generation, load, 
and interchange do not match the shortfall; then it is made up of in-service units.  

 
 
2. The “All transactions” scenario 5 cases is the same as the Zero Case, but the 

dispatch was changed to include all transmission service commitments with 
ERCOTN North to South, ERCOTE East to West, and SPS importing/SPS 
exporting to the Lamar HVDC tie. 

 

3.1.3 Steady State Analysis 
 

• Monitoring of Facilities: SPP staff monitors all 69 kV and above facilities in the SPP 
footprint for near term cases (2012 Summer Peak, 2012/13 Winter Peak, 2016 
Summer Peak and 2016/17 Winter Peak). With the exception of Entergy (EES) and 
Associated Electric (AECI), SPP staff monitors all facilities in 230 kV and above first 
tier control areas. Within EES and AECI, facilities are monitored at 100 kV and 
above. 

 
• Normal condition and (N-1) contingency analysis: SPP performed normal conditions 

and contingency analysis on 2013 Summer Peak, 2012/13 Winter Peak, 2016 
summer Peak, 2016/17 Winter Peak, and 2021 Summer Peak cases (including all 
transaction cases). The 2010 Summer Peak and 2010/11 Winter Peak were used for 
timing upgrades in the near term. The following system conditions were performed:  
 

o Normal conditions 
 

o All (N-1) single-element contingencies 69 kV and above in SPP are evaluated. 
These contingencies do not include manual transfer of load or manual 
switching. 
 

o All (N-1) single-element contingencies 100 kV and above in EES, AECI, and 
230 kV and above on all other first-tier companies are evaluated. 
 

o SPP verifies that all normal conditions and N-1 violations identified have 
corrective plans. 

 
 

3.1.4 Use of Transmission Operating Guides 
Steady state analysis identifies all violations without the use of Transmission Operating 
Guides (TOGs). TOGs may be used as alternatives to planned projects. Load flow analysis 
is performed to determine the effectiveness of the TOG in alleviating the violation(s). With 
input from stakeholders, SPP staff determines reinforcements needed to eliminate TOGs 
used in alleviating violation(s).    
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3.2 Load Forecast 
 

The load forecast used in the reliability analysis study models was developed by each Load 
Serving Entity which is provided to SPP during the model building process, and the 
aggregated load represents SPP total load. Reliability analysis models had a total growth of 
11.4 % for summer 2011 through summer 2021, or approximately 1.2% per year. 
 
The economic down turn had a considerable impact on the load forecast. Overall growth 
rate for the 2010 STEP has slowed compared to the 2009 STEP, which had a growth rate of 
1.5% per year. The overall forecast for the 2010 is down considerably as demonstrated by 
the following graph. 
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54,000MW

56,000MW

58,000MW

60,000MW
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Total Load

2009 2010
 

 
 

3.2.1 Transmission Service Commitments 
Only Long-Term Firm Service commitments with FERC-filed Service Agreements were 
included in the study model, with two exceptions:  

 
1) Generation that has a high probability of going into service and getting a FERC-filed 

interconnection agreement  
 

2) Shortfall transactions to make generation and load match 
 

SPP used two transaction scenarios to capture the effects of the Transmission Service. SPP 
built scenario models to minimize counter-balancing Transmission Service. The scope of the 
regional reliability assessment provides additional information on these scenario cases. 
 
Proxy flowgates were used to determine which transmission service requests (TSR) to 
include in the scenarios. Proxy flowgates used to determine scenarios were selected based 
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on greatest historic and present firm megawatts curtailed by NERC Transmission Loading 
Relief (TLR). 

 
Guidelines for including service from new generation that has a high probability of going into 
service and getting a FERC-filed interconnection agreement: 

 
• A formal request is sent to SPP requesting the generation capacity be included in the 

study model 
• It must have a FERC-filed interconnection agreement (IA) that is not on suspension  
• Funding for major equipment must be acquired 
• It must be in an Aggregate Transmission Service Study and completed Facilities 

Study waiting for results without third-party impacts (this eliminates generators that 
may drop out as result of changes in study results) 

• Where applicable, air and environmental permits must be acquired , with major 
equipment awarded  

• Construction must be started  

 

Generation Capacity with an Executed Transmission Service Agreement  

Model Area  Plant Name  

Net Summer 
Capacity 

(MW) 
In-Service 

Date 
American Electric Power  Mattison  320 In-Service 
American Electric Power  Stall  509 6/1/2010 
American Electric Power  Turk  618 4/1/2012 
City Utilities, Springfield Missouri  Southwest 2  275 12/1/2010 

Mid-Kansas Electric Company 
Meridian Way Wind Farm 
(Cloud County)  196 In-Service 

Mid-Kansas Electric Company 
Central Plains Wind 
Farm 99 In-Service 

Mid-Kansas Electric Company Flat Ridge Wind Farm 100 In-Service 
Kansas City Power and Light 
Company  Iatan # 2  850 6/1/2010 
Oklahoma Gas and Electric 
Company  Redbud  300 In-Service 
Omaha Public Power District  Nebraska City 2  682 In-Service 
Nebraska Public Power District  Petersburg Wind Farm  80 11/1/2010 
Nebraska Public Power District  Broken Bow Wind Farm  80 11/1/2010 
Nebraska Public Power District  Whelan Energy Center 2  220 6/1/2012 
Nebraska Public Power District  Elkhorn Wind Farm  81 In-Service 
Nebraska Public Power District  Ainsworth Wind Farm  60 In-Service 
Nebraska Public Power District  Crofton Hills Wind Farm 42 6/1/2011 
Western Farmers Electric 
Cooperative Orme 150 In-Service 
Western Farmers Electric 
Cooperative Blue Canyon Wind Farm 152 In-Service 
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A list of the Long-Term Firm Transmission Service, including study models, is available on 
the SPP password-protected file server TrueShare. Access may be requested by emailing 
questions@spp.org. 

 
 

3.2.2 Generation 
Generation Interconnection facilities were included in the regional reliability assessment load 
flow models when an interconnection agreement was executed and not on suspension.   
 
The following new generation was included in the regional reliability assessment models: 

 
Generation Capacity without an Executed Transmission Service Agreement  

Model Area Plant Name 
Net Summer 

Capacity (MW) 
In-Service 

Date 
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company Redbud Power Plant 610 In-Service 
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company Redbud Power Plant 155 In-Service 
Southwestern Public Service Company Antelope 170 12/1/2010 
Southwestern Public Service Company Jones #3 243 6/1/2012 

 
 

In later years of the STEP analysis when there is a shortfall between interchange, 
generation, and load, the following process was used: 

1. Exhaust the generation of the network customer 
2. Exhaust the Host Transmission Owner’ existing dis-patchable generation 
3. Exhaust Independent Power Producer’s (IPP) existing dis-patchable generation 

in the Host Transmission Owner’s modeling area. 
4. Exhaust remaining existing  available dis-patchable generation  in SPP on rata 

basis  
 
The following table lists the IPP generation used for generation shortfall: 

 

 IPP Generation Capacity Used to Meet Shortfall of Generation 
and   

Interchange  

Model Area Units used for shortfall 

MW 
available for 

Shortfall 
In-Service 

Date 
American Electric Power Green Country Energy LLC 778 In-Service 
American Electric Power Oneta Energy Center 1077 In-Service 
American Electric Power Eastman Cogeneration Facility 402 In-Service 
American Electric Power Harrison County Power Project 570 In-Service 
KCP&L Greater Missouri 
Operations Company Dogwood 481 In-Service 
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3.2.3 Criteria 
NERC Reliability Standards, SPP criteria, and local Transmission Owner planning criteria 
were utilized in this analysis (whichever is most stringent). If a project was needed for more 
stringent local Transmission Owner’s planning criteria, these projects were identified as 
Zonal Reliability Upgrades.   
 
SPP Criteria is available on SPP.org > Engineering > Transmission Planning. 
 
Transmission Owners’ planning criteria is available through SPP.org > Engineering > 
Transmission Planning > Local Area Planning and High Priority Studies. 

 

3.2.4 Demand Response 
Transmission Owners with demand response programs have incorporated them into their 
load forecasts. SPP has not finalized the process for incorporating demand response into 
the planning process.  

 

             

http://www.spp.org/publications/Criteria07282009-with%20AppendicesCurrent.pdf
http://www.oatioasis.com/SWPP/index.html
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3.3 Stakeholder Process and Forums 
 

All SPP transmission planning stakeholder meetings are open to the public. Minutes and 
materials from SPP organizational group meetings, such as meetings of the Transmission 
Working Group (TWG), are posted on the Org Groups pages of SPP.org. Materials from 
regional and sub-regional planning summits are also posted on SPP.org in the Engineering 
Transmission Planning section. Due to Critical Energy Infrastructure Information (CEII) 
confidentiality requirements, data such as load flow models and SPP system maps are 
posted on a password-protected file server called TrueShare. Contact questions@spp.org 
for more information. 
 
On November 4, 2009, SPP and the TWG developed and finalized the 2011-2021 reliability 
assessment study scope. SPP prepared a system assessment and shared it with the TWG 
and at an SPP planning workshop in May 2010. Stakeholder feedback was solicited to work 
toward solutions to problems identified in the assessment. 
 
Taking into consideration the feedback received, SPP prepared a draft reliability plan for 100 
kV and above facilities and shared it at an SPP planning workshop in August 2010. Further 
feedback was solicited from stakeholders. Then SPP prepared a draft plan for 69 kV 
facilities and changes to the 100 kV facilities, which was presented on a net conference in 
October 2010.  
 
Incorporating feedback received, SPP staff prepared the draft SPP regional reliability 
assessment, listing all Network Upgrades and deferred or displaced upgrades. This 
information was shared with the TWG, along with a request for more feedback. Feedback 
from the sub-regional meetings was taken into consideration and incorporated after each 
sub-regional meeting. 
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3.4 RTO Regional Reliability Results 

3.4.1 Summary of Violations 
The following charts summarize monitored facilities that had overloads and voltage 
violations as identified by the 2010 STEP scope. These charts also compare overload and 
voltage violations from the 2007, 2008, 2009, and 2010 STEP. The count is by number of 
elements in violation. Because the reinforcements for later years were removed from the 
models, as expected, there are more violations in the later years.  
 
Many of the voltage violations identified in the off-peak cases were due to high voltages 
resulting from the difficultly of modeling reactive sources so the system responds properly to 
all load levels. The models are predominately designed so they react correctly to conditions 
that would provide low voltage situations. The high voltage is normally corrected by the 
system operator.  
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3.4.2 Summary of 2010 STEP Network Upgrades 
The following figures summarize the January 2011 – December 2021 identified Network 
Upgrades, including Network Upgrades required for executed Service Agreements, SPP 
RTO regional reliability, Transmission Owner local criteria, Priority Projects and economic 
upgrades identified the Balanced Portfolio process.  
 
The total estimated cost of Network Upgrades for this period is $5.0 billion and includes: 
reconductoring 936 miles of transmission lines; converting the operating voltages of 533 
miles of transmission lines; and adding 3,307 miles of new transmission lines, 800 Mvars of 
new capacitors, and 91 new or upgraded transformers.  
 
The summaries are somewhat characteristic of what one might expect due to future 
uncertainties, with the greater number of identifiable dollars being spent in the first five years 
and fewer in the last five years. These graphs include all Network Upgrades in SPP, not just 
the upgrades which are reliability-based. The early years include a greater number of 
Transmission Owner zonal, Transmission Service, Balanced Portfolio projects, and several 
new projects in the SPS area as a result in the large increase in load. The later years are 
predominantly regional reliability projects, for both SPP OATT participating members and 
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non-OATT members.  Also impacting the number of new projects this year is the integration 
the AECI Joint Coordinated System Plan into STEP.  The following graphs provide 
additional information about the 2010 STEP:  
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Identified criteria violations were shared during SPP’s planning summits so staff could solicit 
stakeholder suggestions for Network Upgrades to address identified violations. SPP RTO 
staff created a pool of solutions using input received from stakeholders, solutions used in 
SPP’s Aggregate Studies, proposed Network Upgrades provided by stakeholders, and 
alternative solutions suggested by SPP RTO staff. 
 
SPP RTO staff independently evaluated the alternatives and made recommendations from 
this pool of solutions for reliability Network Upgrades. SPP did not necessarily recommend 
the least-cost solution in all circumstances. RTO staff often utilized engineering judgment 
and made recommendations to fit long-term strategy and plans. SPP recommends the best 
solution considering many factors beyond cost over the short-term five-year horizon. There 
are externalities reflected in SPP staff recommendations, which have been reviewed and 
revised as appropriate, based on stakeholder feedback. Appendix C contains diagrams of 
Network Upgrades providing their location, type, and the in-service year.
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SPP Network Stability Analysis 

3.4.3 Introduction 
To ensure continued system performance in compliance with NERC Reliability Standards 
TPL-001, TPL-002, TPL-003, and TPL-004, SPP performs a yearly stability assessment of 
the regional bulk electric system in coordination with SPP members through the 
Transmission Working Group (TWG). The 2010 assessment evaluated 52 member-
submitted NERC Category B events, twelve NERC Category C events, thirteen NERC 
Category D events, and a stability screening of the Bulk Electric System to assess system 
transient stability. 
 
 2010 analysis will be included after completion in December 2010 
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3.5 Loss of Load Expectation Analysis 

3.5.1 Introduction 
SPP Criteria 4.3.5 states “SPP will use a probabilistic approach for Regional and sub-
regional Generation Reliability assessments. These assessments will be performed by the 
SPP on a biennial basis. Generation Reliability assessments examine the regional ability to 
maintain a Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) standard of 1 day in ten years. The SPP 
capacity margin Criteria requires each control area to maintain a minimum of 12% capacity 
margin for steam-based utilities and 9% for hydro-based utilities. Historical studies indicate 
that the LOLE of one day in ten years can be maintained with a 10% - 11% capacity 
margin.” 
 
Though criteria requires SPP to conduct LOLE studies on a biennial basis, SPP plans to 
conduct LOLE assessments on an annual basis, rotating between near-term and long-term 
assessments each year.  
  
The Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) study investigates the expected number of days per 
year for which available generating capacity is insufficient to serve the daily peak demand. 
The LOLE is usually measured in days/year or hours/year. The convention is that when 
given in days/year, it represents a comparison between daily peak values and available 
generation.  When given in hours/year, it represents a comparison of hourly load to available 
generation. LOLE is sometimes referred to as loss of load probability (LOLP), where LOLP 
is the proportion (probability) of days per year, hours per year, or events per season that 
available generating capacity/energy is insufficient to serve the daily peak or hourly demand. 
This analysis is generally performed for several years into the future and the typical 
standard metric is the loss of load probability of one day in ten years or 0.1 day/year. LOLE 
is a DC power flow study, so it does not address voltage or stability issues. 
 

3.5.2 Objective 
The LOLE study has two purposes.  First, this study provides an assessment of whether 
currently installed generation capacity is adequate to serve the forecasted load, given a set 
of random generator outages.  Second, this study will assess whether the capacity margin 
requirement of 12% is adequate to maintain an LOLE of 1 day in 10 years.   
 

3.5.3 Background 
SPP performed a LOLE study in 2008 specifically for the SPS area. The following 
suggestions were made in the conclusion of the report for near-term reliability support:  

 Build a new 345 kV transmission line from Woodward to Tuco 

 Increase the SPP-SPS flowgate limit to 1,134 MW 

 Add new generation resources in SPS area 

These conclusions are addressed in this study. Specific assumptions in the SPS area were 
made as discussed in later sections. 
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3.5.4 Study Assumptions 
 
Study year:    2016 
Powerflow base:  2010 MDWG 2016 Summer Peak 
Transmission projects:  Board of Directors-approved 2009 STEP Appendix B projects 

through 2016, Balanced Portfolio, 2010 Priority Projects 
Forced Outage Rate:  Based on GADS data, updated with ITP20 PROMOD data 
Peak Demand:           52,460 MW (Summer Peak) 
Installed Capacity:   65,612 MW (Capacity of all generators in SPP in the 

PROMOD model excluding wind) 
69,274 MW (Capacity of all generators in SPP in the 
PROMOD model including wind) 

 

3.5.5 Flowgate Assumptions 
In response to the suggestions in the 2008 study, the following flowgate assumption is made 
in the SPS area in this study: 
 

 SPP-SPS Interface Limits: 1,140 MW  

 SPS North-South Limit: 800 MW 

The changes in import limits for this study were made based on the addition of the Tuco-
Woodward 345 kV.4  In the 2008 study, the following assumption was made: 
 

 SPP-SPS Interface Limits: 1,027 MW  

 SPS North-South Limit: 800 MW 

 

3.5.6 Conclusion 
Based on the results of this study, the SPP region does not need any additional reliability 
support. The LOLE is zero after the inclusion of Priority Projects, and the LOLE standard of 
one day in ten years is maintained with a capacity margin of 9.25%5, which is below the 
SPP requirement of 12%.  

                                                

 

 
4 The adjusted SPP-SPS interface limit assumption does not reflect the actual power flow limit after the addition of 
the Tuco-Woodward and Woodward-Hitchland lines. 
 
5 The capacity margin calculation is based on the assumption of 0% capacity credit for wind farms.  If a 5% capacity 
credit were considered, the capacity margin would be 9.51% 
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The reliability of the system increases due to the implementation of the suggestions in the 
2008 study. The LOLE of the system is about 0.28 hour/year before the inclusion of Priority 
Projects. All un-served load in the SPS area is caused by congestion on the SPP-SPS 
Interface.  
 
In the 2008 LOLE study, three suggestions were made to improve the reliability of the 
system in the near-term.  Those suggestions were: 

 Build a new 345 kV transmission line from Woodward to Tuco 

 Increase the SPP-SPS flowgate limit to 1,134 MW 

 Add new generation resources in SPS area 

The Woodward-Tuco 345 kV line was approved as part of the Balanced Portfolio and is 
included in the base case models for this study.  Due to the addition of this line, the SPP-
SPS Interface limit is increased from 1,027 MW to 1,140 MW, for the purpose of this study.  
The increase in the SPP-SPS interface limit contributes to a reduction in congestion of the 
SPP-SPS interface.  The addition of the Hitchland-Woodward 345 kV line from the Priority 
Projects significantly reduces congestion on the SPP-SPS interface as well.  
 
Additional wind farms and the Jones 3 generator are added to the base case. Additional 
resources in the SPS area also contribute to a reduction in imports across the SPP-SPS 
interface.  This reduction also contributes to a decrease in LOLE.    
 
The results of this study confirm the results of the 2008 study.  The 2008 study identified 
additional reinforcements in the SPS area that would be necessary to decrease the 
probability of lost load.  All of those suggestions have been incorporated into this study, and 
the results show that additional transmission and generation capacity in the SPS region 
contributes to reducing the LOLE to zero under forecasted conditions in 2016.   
 

3.5.7 Recommendation 
Based on the results on this report, it is not recommended to change the SPP capacity 
margin requirement of 12%, due to the fact that this assessment is focused on future 
conditions. The next near-term LOLE assessment may provide a better basis for assessing 
the capacity margin requirement for the SPP system. 
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